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Keir Giles surveys Russias history and the present day, to explain why its current leadership feels it has no
choice but to challenge and attack the West. This book is for anyone that cannot understand why Russia and
its leaders behave as they do.The relationship between Russia and the West is once again deep in crisis. A
major reason is that Western leaders have too often believed or hoped that Russia sees the world as they do -
but things look very different from Moscow. This book shows that efforts at engagement with Russia that do
not take this into account are a key reason for repeated disappointment and crisis.In confronting the West,
Russia is implementing strategic and doctrinal approaches that have been consistent for centuries. The roots
of current Russian behaviour and demands can be traced not just to the Soviet era, but back into Tsarist

foreign and domestic policy, and further to the structure and rules of Russian society.

About Moscow Rules. Developed by the CIA the Moscow Rules are an ode to the dangerous locale that
Moscow was during the Cold War. Moscow Rules.

Moscow

You can help the Gabriel Allon Wiki by expanding it. Free trial available. Moscow is no longer the gray grim
city of Soviet times. 2008 Danie Silva P2008 Brilliance Audio Inc. The Moscow Rules is the story of a real
world Q Branch the CIAs Office of Technical Services where authors Tony and Jonna Mendez devised the
devices and techniques that made some impressive intelligence breakthroughs possible. The Moscow Rules
tells the story of the intelligence breakthroughs that turned the odds in Americas favor. Moscow Rules The
death of a journalist leads Israeli spy Gabriel Allon to Russia where he finds that in terms of spycraft even he

has something to learn in this 1 New York Times bestseller. Enter the Moscow Rules.
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